
 
 
 
 
 

Christmas Faire by Cathe Holden | November 2022 
Just in time for the holidays, this month you can choose from a 

reversible wine bottle wrap, a fabric holiday bowl, and a 3D  
fabric Christmas tree.  Your challenge is to create at least one. 

 
Supplies 
These are the notions Helen found useful in creating these fun projects.  Optional items are indicated with an 
asterisk. Please see your patterns for the list of fabrics and more. 
 
 Wine Bottle Holiday Bowl Christmas Tree 
Sewing thread to match X X  
Invisible thread* X X  
Seam Align glue * X  X 
Easy Press Pen & Fabric Treatment* X  X 
Hot Press Perfect Ruler or Folding Pen*   X 
Expert Point & Press X  X 
¼” Piecing foot X X X 
Open Toe foot*  X  
Edge Stitching foot* X X X 
Microtex 80 needle X X X 
Unique Stitch* X   
Fabric marker of your choice X X X 
Hot glue   X 
Wonder Clips   X 
Peltex 72F (or 71F which is one-sided fusible)   X 
Freezer paper for templates  X X 
Vellum (if fuzzy cutting fabrics)  X  
Tweezers* or The Purple Thang*  X  
Fine Patchwork Pins X X X 
Poly-Fil   X 
Poly Pellets (if want to weight tree)*   X 
Wooden spool*   X 
¼” dowel trimmed to 7 ½” long*   X 
Grip & Glide or bodkin or safety pin   X 
Decorations for the tree*   X 
Ribbon X  X 
Applique Pressing Sheet  X  
Rotating Cutting Mat*  X X 
Kimberbell Tape*  X X 

 
 



 
Tips and Tricks are included in this month’s videos.  Here are Helen’s tips to create the Holiday Fabric Bowl 
(they are also included in the video). 
 
Holiday Fabric Bowl 
Print or carefully trace the templates in the pattern onto the dull side of freezer paper.  If you are fuzzy cutting 
your fabric, then also print or trace a copy of the fabric templates onto vellum. 
 
The black lines on the template are for cutting fabric. 
The red lines are for cutting the interfacing (Helen used 72F Pellon) 
 
For the petal pieces, on the bottom of the fabric template (black lines), draw a line ¼” from the bottom to 
extend the fabric template by ¼”.  Do this for only the fabric template, not the one used to cut the interfacing. 
See the video for an example.  This will really help assembling the templates. 
 
Watch the video to see how to prepare the templates if you are fuzzy cutting the fabric pieces. 
 
Pin together pairs of fabric pieces (you should have 16 fabric pieces to create the eight petals in the bowl). 
 
Once your fabric and interface pieces are cut out, take one fabric from a pair.  On the wrong side, draw ¼” line 
from the outside edges on the two sides and the bottom.  Place the interfacing so it aligns inside the drawn lines. 
Using an applique pressing sheet to cover the interfacing and lightly fuse the interfacing to the fabric (we’ll 
remove it later).  Take the fabric piece with the interfacing and place it right sides together with its pair, aligning 
all the raw edges.  Hold with Wonder Clips. 
 
Starting at the bottom of one side, stitch a seam just outside the interfacing (don’t catch the interfacing in your 
stitching).  Backstitch at the beginning and end.  Carefully remove the interfacing.  Carefully trim the seams at 
the top corners and along the top edge – make sure not to clip into the stitches. 
 
Turn right side out and use the Expert Point and Press to carefully smooth the edges and the corners. 
 
Fold interfacing in half and slip inside the petal.  Tug on the fabric and push on the interfacing until it’s snug 
against the sides and top seams.  To close the bottom, fold one raw edge of fabric up and over the interfacing.  
Carefully, press only the fabric to the interfacing.  Fold over the other raw edge and finger press so the fold 
aligns with the bottom edge.  Use tweezers or That Purple Thang to tuck corners inside. 
 
Hold in place with Seam Align glue or Unique Stitch.  Press well. Repeat so you have 8 complete petals. 
 
To construct the center, one the wrong side of one of the center fabric pieces, draw lines ¼” in from the outer 
edges on 7 edges.  Place the center interfacing so it lies just inside the drawn lines.  With an applique pressing 
sheet covering the interfacing, lightly press the interfacing so you tack it in place.  We’ll remove it in just a bit. 
 
Starting at one edge, (backstitch at beginning and end) stitch a seam just outside the interfacing, making sure 
not to stitch in the interfacing.  Stitch along 7 edges, leaving one edge open.  If you didn’t backstitch at the 
beginning and end, go back and backstitch now.  Carefully trim outer edges, making sure not to cut into 
stitches. Carefully, remove interfacing and turn right side out and press out the edges using the Expert Point & 
Press.   
 



Roll the interfacing so it’s smaller than the opening in the center fabric piece.  Insert interfacing, unroll it, and 
move it so it is snug against all edges.  You may need to push the interfacing, pull on the fabric, etc. to get it 
smooth. 
 
To finish the bottom, fold one raw bottom edge up and over the interfacing.  Carefully iron just the fabric in the 
seam to hold in place.  Then, fold over the other raw edge so the fold aligns with the bottom edge.  Hold in 
place with Seam Align glue or Unique Stitch. 
 
Press the piece well. 
 
Watch the video to see how to stitch the pieces together! 
 
 



PROJECT PACK

INCLUDES:
Reversible Wine Bag, Fabric Holiday 

Bowl, and Stuffed Christmas Tree
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CHRISTMAS FAIRE PROJECT PACK

REVERSIBLE WINE BAG

Wine bags turn any bottled 
beverage into a lovely gift!

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

- (2) Fat Quarters

- Decorative String/Ribbon/Cord for tie

1. Cut both FQ's to 131/2" x 151/2" (11 x 17 1/2"), 
making sure the top of any directional fabrics is at the 
short side.

2. Layer cut fabric Right Sides Together, and stitch along 
the TOP 131/2" (11") edge.  (Fig. 1)

3. Press seam open. Open up the joined panels, and re-
fold longways Right Sides Together.  Stitch along long 
side of joined panels to create a tube, making sure to 
leave approx. 21/2" for turning. (Fig. 2)

4. Roll the tube fabric so that the long seam sewed in 
Step 3 is centered rather than at the side.  Stitch along 
both short ends.  Trim away 11/4" squares at each 
corner for base boxed corners. (Fig. 3)

5. Box the corners by pinching the trimmed corners so 
that the side seam & long edge seam meet, and there 
is a flat raw edge to
sew.  Stitch along the straight
edge, and repeat for 3 remaining
corners. (Fig. 4)

6. Turn tube right side out through
opening in the long seam,
and stitch closed by hand or
machine.  Push one section of
the tube down inside the other to
create the lining.  Press seams. 

7. Topstitch along top edge.

8. Turn down approx. 3" at the top
of the bag to create a cuff.

9. Place bottle in the bag, and tie
string/ribbon/cord just below the
cuff so you can see a hint of the
bow underneath. 

Approx. 61/2" x 12"
For standard wine 
bag, follow the 
numbers in green

11/4"

11/4"



CHRISTMAS FAIRE PROJECT PACK

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

- Charm Pack Christmas Faire + 1 Fat Quarter

- Heavyweight fusible, either 1 or 2 sided

1. Print two copies of the Holiday Bowl
Template Sheet. From one sheet, cut out
the black-line shapes for fabric, and on the
other sheet, cut out the inner red-line shapes
for interfacing.  Use FABRIC templates to cut
(2) base fabric pieces and (16) side fabric pieces.
Use INTERFACING templates to cut (1) base piece,
and (8) side pieces.

2. Press and fuse side panel interfacing pieces,
centered, to the back side of 8 side panel fabric
pieces. Also fuse the base interfacing piece
centered to the base fabric.

3. Layer each fused fabric piece Right Sides Together
with a non-fused fabric. Stitch around the edge of
each set at 1/4" seam allowance. Leave the bottom
section of each side panel unstitched, and one side
of the octagon base unstitched for turning. Clip the
corners of the bottoms of each panel section at the
bottom edge at seam (Fig. 1).

4. Turn all pieces right-side out, folding open ends
inward 1/4" and press well.

5. Using a sewing machine ladder stitch, sew each
panel bottom to a side of the octagon, continuing
the same stitch around until all panels are attached
(Fig. 2).

6. Ladder-stitch the side edge of each side panel to
the side edge of the next to create the bowl shape.

Fig. 2

FABRIC HOLIDAY BOWL

Reminiscent of vintage crocheted-edge greeting card bowls, this 
finished project will become an adorable Christmas accent for 
holding greeting cards, ornaments, dinner breads and more!

Approx. 10" x 31/2"



CHRISTMAS FAIRE PROJECT PACK

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

- 2 Fat Quarters (Stock #7396 13 & 7398 13)

- Fiber Fill or preferred filling

- Twine/string/ribbon for drawstring

Use a 1/4" seam allowance throughout.

1. Print or copy Stuffed Christmas Tree Template page 
sections, and cut out template sections. Piece together at 
red line with tape to create one long triangle template.

2. First, cut a 181/2" x 4 7/8" rectangle for the skirt/tree 
base. Then, using the template, cut two triangles each 
from your Fat Quarters for the tree sides, making sure to 
keep the directional fabric print the right way up.

3. Backstitching at the beginning & end, join the long 
edges of the triangles (Fig. 1), alternating fabric design, 
to create a 'cone.' Press seams open.

4. Backstitch at the beginning and end. Join the two short 
ends of your skirt/tree base rectangle, Right Sides 
Together, to form a circle. Press seam open, then turn 
right side out.

5. Insert the tree skirt/base piece inside the cone, Right 
Sides Together, with raw edges aligned.  Stitch around 
the full bottom of the cone to join the pieces.

STUFFED CHRISTMAS TREE

Create soft holiday tabletop decor or a unique 
and whimsical accent pillow!

Approx. 6" x 12"

7396 13 7398 13

Fig. 1



CHRISTMAS FAIRE PROJECT PACK

STUFFED CHRISTMAS TREE (cont'd)
6. Fold over the bottom edge of the tree skirt/base by 

1" and press.  Create a channel for a drawstring 
closure by top stitching 1/4" from the fold and again 
3/4" from the fold, leaving 1/2" in between (Fig 2).

7. Turn tree right side out, making sure to fully push out 
the point of the tree using a chopstick or bodkin.

8. Using thread snips or seam ripper, carefully remove 
the stitches in the tree skirt/base between the two 
sides of the top-stitched channel to create an 
opening for the drawstring (Fig. 3). Be careful to only 
remove the stitches on the EXTERIOR side of this 
seam. Thread a lace, ribbon, or string through the 
channel, leaving enough length to tie into a bow 
once the loop is cinched closed.

9. Stuff cone section with fiberfill or preferred filling. To 
make sure you have a nice point, start with a small 
pinch of filling and use a chopstick or bodkin to 
make sure it fills the point fully.  Cinch the drawstring 
closed and tie a bow and press bottom (unstuffed) 
skirt upward to create a flat bottom for the tree.

OPTIONAL TREE BASE IDEAS:

Attach a fabric-covered cylinder with adhesive; 
slide a large spool with a dowel attached up into 
the filling (as tree in photo); insert a stemmed glass 
inside the tree with the filling, cinch and tie the 
string below the bowl of the glass.

OPTIONAL DECORATION IDEAS:

Trim your tree with fabric covered buttons (with shank 
removed/snipped off), jingle bells, and other trinkets 
with fabric glue or hot glue as ornaments.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3



FABRIC

CUT 2

CUT 1

CUT 16

CUT 8

INTERFACING

PRINT 2 COPIES OF THIS PATTERN SHEET

BASE

HOLIDAY BOWL TEMPLATES

Make (2) set of templates:

For Fabric Cutting use 
BLACK outlines

For Interfacing Cutting use 
RED outlines.

FABRIC

CUT 2

CUT 1

CUT 16

CUT 8
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CHRISTMAS FAIRE PROJECT PACK

STUFFED CHRISTMAS TREE TEMPLATE
Join template sections along RED line.



Follow Cathe Holden 
on Instagram 

@catheholden
for more fabrics, 

crafting, and vintage 
inspiration.

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

#ChristmasFaireFabrics
#ModaFabrics

modafabrics.com @modafabrics

STOCK #PS7391

PROJECT PACK

INCLUDES:
Reversible Wine Bag, 

Fabric Holiday Bowl, and 
Stuffed Christmas Tree

PS7391

REVERSIBLE WINE BAG

- (2) Fat Quarters

- Decorative String/
Ribbon/Cord for tie

HOLIDAY FABRIC BOWL

- Charm Pack Christmas 
Faire + 1 Fat Quarter

- Heavyweight fusible, 
either 1 or 2 sided

STUFFED CHRISTMAS TREE

- 2 Fat Quarters

- Fiber Fill or preferred filling

- Twine/string/ribbon for drawstring

- OPTIONAL: Tree base; Fabric 
buttons or other decoration

© moda fabrics 2022 • all rights reserved

7396 13 7398 13
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